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ft. Kendrick Lamar & Ab-Soul

people wouldn't have a problem
if the .. would have got them
something in the corner
for sure I am goner
shutting with no aim
so the niggers couldn't spot them
now I got a question
if I really would want it
when the shit is like a trip to the city ,
stories are endless work shop working all night
no apprentice funny when a nigger spits true for your
madness
I should .. in the underground life .. sentence,
Ain't no need to cry for me
Rapper wanna eat and I eat well
It's been 16 years
Since I stepped out the shell
.. big dose as .. your boy gonna win
.. so I chose to take you all to a spin
A journey . if you are spitting blab la shit you are
retarded
If you are speaking blab la shit just .. we go around
come around
And all of you on my dick
.. I fry your .. if you .. my style
Catastrophic is another level when I am rapping
Skip college to fly first class learn a lesson
Sty brutal .. under the sun
.. I have never been with a shit starter
But I stared shit I buy a drink .. to return a favor
.. calm down you are more like .. you do suck
.. I look at .. industry and I don't see much
.. how cool is that?
.. I am ready for war they tend to look at me ..
That's what I .. it's profound
.. fresh air
They can smell the weed I brought in here
Black .. so unprofessional I shouldn't be meeting with
millionaires
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.. you just knew it with no clue about how you should do
it
Like .. never mind you.. honestly I just wanna stick my
dick in some whores
.. that I never really thought that I could .. be the future
I see the view from the floor .. I still want more with this
appetite
And the critics give me signals like .. when I am crucify
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